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THE REVEALER Summer 1994 

PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE 
If you weren't in Rochester 

for the EPA's Annual General 
Meeting, April 8-10, you missed 
a great occasion to spend a 
weekend meeting with your 
association's Executive and 
many fellow Irish collectors. As 
well, you missed some fantastic 
exhibits, great seminars and 
many other 'Irish' activities. I 
hope you will set aside time in 

the Spring of 1995 to attend the EPA's annual convention at 
WESTPEX '95 in San Francisco. 

Your Board of Directors met for many hours to deal with 
the issues relevant to the administration of your Association. 
You will find many of the results of their deliberations in this 
issue of The Revealer or in subsequent ones. One of these, I 
wish to expand on a little more - that of annual dues. 

At the meeting, the fee schedule for membership was 
reviewed with the object of ensuring equity to all 'members, 
particularly with the changes in the postal rates since the last 
review, six years ago, in 1988 and requests by members to 
restructure the groupings within the schedule. In addition, your 
Board of Directors wanted to ensure that support was given to 
promoting membership, retaining it and establishing a 
schedule of membership fees for the remainder of the century. 

(Continued 011 next page) 

CHAPTER COORDlNA TORS 

Commodore J ohn Barry Chapter 
Members reside in NJ, NY. PA 
Coordinator: David J. Brennan, 
PO Box 704, Bernardsville, NJ 07924 

Connecticut Chapter 
Members reside in CT and Western MA 
Coordinator: Michael J. Conway, 
74 Woodside Circle, Fairfield CT 06430 

J ames Hoban Chapter 
Members reside in MD, VA, DC 
Coordinator: Rohen E. Moskowitz, 
1634 E. Baltimore St .. Baltimore, MD 21231 

John McCormack Chapter 
Members reside in t.he greater Boston area 
Coordinator: Peter E. Bugg, 
5 Forest St., Franklin. MA 02038 

Lone Star Chapter 
Members reside in Central TX 
Coordinator: William P. McNally, Jr .. 
5034 Casa Oro. San Antonio, TX 78233 

Northern Cali fornia Chapter (NORCAL) 
Members reside in Northern CA 
No Coordinator, write to Mr. Conway 

Rhode Island Chapter 
No Coordinator. write to Mr. Conway 

Southern California Chapter (SOCAL) 
Members reside in Southern CA 
Coordinator: Margaret Zellers, 
PO Box 52207, Riverside, CA 92517 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
The Association Secretary will write the appropriate coordinator when a 
new member joins the Association and provide the coordinator with the 
name and address of the new member. The role of the coordinator is to 
contact the new member, welcome the member to the Association and 
invite the member to join the local chapter. 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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To achjeve these ends, a new School Club category was 
created; family membershjp fees were reduced; and single and 
life memberships were adjusted. Single memberships were 
increased to accommodate the changes. in postal rates, 
particularly overseas, and life memberships were adjusted to 
bring them in line with costs and fees ratios normally charged 
for this type of membership. Life memberships were approved 
by the EPA's Board of Directors in 1984 at 20 times the annual 
membership fee. When these fees were reviewed in 1988, the 
life memberships were not updated and remained at the 1984 
levels. The 20-year multiplier was therefore no longer in 
effect. ln Rochester, the Board of Directors decided to re
introduce thls multiplier. 

All these fee changes come into effect with the 1994-95 
membership year. Therefore, it would be to the advantage of 
those EPA members who are eligible to apply for life 
membership before the fees are increased in September. U.S. 
members can save $100 by applying now ($140 now vs $240 
in September 1994); Canadian and Mexican members can save 
$130 ($170 vs $300); members from other countries can save 
a full $200 ($200 vs $400) by applying now. I urge you to do 
so by contacting the Secretary to change your membership 
status. You won't find a better deal in philately. 

***** 
In an effort to promote our Association and to provide for 

ample time for members to prepare and set aside time to attend 
the EPA's Conventions and Annual General Meetings, the 
Board of Directors proposed to thjs year's AGM, a change in 
the EPA's by-laws (Article VII, Section 1) regarding the 
selection of future convention venues. The by-law change, 
which reads as follows: 

There shall be a meeting, the venue of which will be 
selected three years in advance by the Board of Directors, 
for the receipt of reports, determination of annual dues 
and the transaction of any other business. 

was approved as read. In support of thls change, your Board of 
Directors indicated to the members present that the next 
Conventions and AGMs would be held in conjunction with the 
following stamp shows: 

1995 WESTPEX '95 

1996 BALPEX '96 

1997 PACIFIC '97 

April 29-30, 1995, San Francisco, 
California. This is the EPA's 45th 
anniversary celebration and follows 
a tradition, established with our 
25th anniversary, where 
WESTPEX is host to our 
anniversaries which finish with the 
number five. 
Early September 1996, Baltimore, 
Maryland. EarLier planned to be 
held in conjunction with CAPEX 
'96 in Toronto in June 1996, our 
AGM will be held in the USA in 
accordance with IRS regulations. 
Nonetheless, a foll series of EPA 
activities will be available for 
members during CAPEX '96, an 
international stamp show. 
May 29-June 7 , 1997, San 
Francisco, California, in con
junction with the USA's first 
international stamp show held since 
AMERIPEX '86. In additjon, in 
celebration of the 7Sth anniversary 

of the first postage stamp in 1922, a 
joint meeting of the EPA, the FAI 
and the Irish Philatelic Circle is 
being planned for Dublin in 
October 1997. 

As a member of the EPA, the above list gives you many 
opportunities, in the next three years to participate in the life 
of their Association and meet many of your lrish collecting 
colleagues. I hope you all plan accordingly. 

***** 
A special membership recruiting drive will be injtiated in 

the Fall to expand membershjp levels of the EPA with a view 
to attain 1000 members by the year 2000. Information on thls 
drive will be available with the September issue of The 
Revealer. Stay tune and start thlnking who you can recrujt to 
add to our lrish famHy. There are also benefits for you in this 
recruiting drive. 

* * * * * 
The Board also approved the creation of the EPA's first 

Study Group. Our Past President, Bob Moskowitz, is taking 
the lead and you will soon read an article prepared by Bob on 
the EPA's Modero Postal History Study G roup. 

***** 
Our dealer members will be pleased to know that changes 

have been made to revise downwards the advertising rate 
structure for The Revealer. These new rates are subject to 
camera-ready ad copy. In addition, The Revealer will respect 
the USPS's requirements concerning non-profit organizations: 
our journal will not carry more than 10% of its contents in 
paid ads. A 16 page issue may not carry more than 1.6 pages 
of paid ads. 

* * * * * 
In closing, I would like to bring to your attention the most 

recent issue of the Philatelic Literature Review (Vol. 43, No. 
1: 1st Quarter 1994). This edition of the journal of the 
American Philatelic Research Library contains a 50-page 
article entitled: A Bibliography of the Works of James 
Alexander Mackay. In addition to a complete list of Mr. 
Mackay's prolific writings, it contains a lengthy 
autobiographical note which detai ls the fascinating Literary 
career of a man who, during the 1980s, singlehandedly added 
nine major new marcophily and postal history works to what 
was then a meagre Irish philatel ic literature library. In 
addition, these were updated regularly, from 1979 to 1990, in 
his The Postal History Annual. His contribution to lrish 
philately was recognized with the award of the EPA's Thomas 
Field Award. I urge you to get a copy of thls arti<'.le and read 
it It is fascinating. + 

SECRET ARV'S REPORT 
New Members 
New members are accepted subject to no objections received within 45 days of 
publication. 
#2415 Kevin John Cabbage, P.O. Box 68, Alta Loma, CA 91701-0068 
#2416 Francis J. Kane, 9812 Darway Drive, El Paso, TX 79925-6812 
#2417 Lillian Wtnkley, 1025 Olney Ave, S.E., Port Orchard, WA 98366 
#2418 Joseph M. Dawson, 35 Lincoln Ave., Glens Falls, NY 12801 
#2419 Phillip J. Watkins, 223 S.W. 327th Place, Federal War., WA 98023 
#2420 George J. Re~olds, 5 Wayside Circle, Pittsford, NY 4534 
#2421 Joyce M. Salb, 2375 Shade Park Drive, Akron, OH 44333 
#2422 Hugh F. Kennedy, 5231 W 23rd Place, Cicero, IL 60650 
#2423 Greg Sutherland, P.O. Box 24231, Dayton, OH 45424 

(See Report on Page 7) 
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The Padraig Pearse Essays 
by Padraig 0 Matlwna 

May I comment on C.J. Dulin's article on the above in The 
Revealer Winter 1993 issue? 

Shortly after I went as a student to the University in Dublin 
in 1943, I located a small shop on the Quays practically 
opposite the present location of Michael Giffrey's Stamp Shop. 
It was owned by a man named Haughton. 

He sold old books, letters, stamps, etc .• etc. and his shop 
was like an Aladdin's Cave. I bouglht stamps from him as often 
as my meagre pocket money allowed. 

As he established my interest in stamps, he began to show 
me sets of what I now know to be the Pearse Essays. Knowing 
them not to be stamps and being ignorant of the Essay period, 
I refused to buy them. Sets were offered for £I or less. I now 
know what I missed due to the ignorance of youth. 

However, I have a clear memory of the items shown to me 
from 1943 to I 946. Together with the Pearse Portraits shown 
in this article, I saw all those of Dollard, Valdivas, Hely, 
Perkins Bacon, etc. 

I am very definite on the Pearse Essays because he offered 
them with a letter written by Pearse - a school report - for £3, 
but that was an impossible sum for a student in those years. 

I can thus verify that the Pearse Essays were on sale in a 
Dublin dealer's shop as early as 1943-1946. Th.is contradicts 
Fletchers 1970 "Stamp Magazine" statement that they were "of 
recent manufacture" as quoted in Dulin's article. 

Three other comments need to be made. In paragraph two, 
he wrote that "it borders on the nonsensical" that the IRA then 
in control of the South - my father was one of them - in 1922 
decided to run their own postal service. 

It is logical that they would do so because they had the 
authority of the All-Ireland Dail Eireann and were the 
legitimate authority in spite of the establishment of the Irish 
Free State which required an Oath of Allegiance to the British 
Crown. 

In paragraph three he says "The British authorities would 
have no right whatsoever to make such an arrest" of the agent. 
The British authorities, as a sovereign government, had every 
right to act against any person they wished entering England. 
In fact, to this day. they use the "Prevention of Terrorism Act" 
regularly to detain Irish citizens entering or leaving Britain, 
even if in-transit to another country. No lrish citizen, even the 
most innocent, is immune 

Why then should the stamp agent be immune at a time 
during our Civil War when the British were in full 
collaboration with the Irish Free State? 

If an agent was arrested, as is said, then if would have been 
far from preposterous. In fact, it was the right of a sovereign 
government when dealing with a foreigner. 

The final point is, that in a Civil War situation, some 
printers would be reluctant to expose themselves as supporting 
one side or the other. Also, in the Cork of that time, it would 
have been difficult to locate a lithographic printer capable of 
printing postage stamps which up to then had never been 
printed in Cork. 

The Eagle Printing Co. was the best firm in the city but, 
even they had never printed stamps until then. Therefore, trials 
and errors were only natural and to be expected. 

I repeat that I was shown the Pearse Essays in Haughton's 
Shop in 1943-1946. + 

The Irish Connection 
PARIS, France: European Contemporary Art Series - an 
original painting by Sean Scully of Dublin, Ireland appears on 
a F 6.70 sheet stamp. 

6,70 ~~.:°'" SEAN SCUllV 
IALANOl 

Sean Scully was born in Dublin in 1945 and studied in 
London. In 1972, he obtained a scholarship to study in the 
United States, where he spent several years before deciding to 
split his time between New York and the E nglish capital. Van 
Gogh's works in London's Tate Gallery inspired him to 
become a painter, but the primary influence on his style has 
come from the American artist Mark Rothko. 

Sean Scully developed a formal, unchanging system of 
alternately vertical and horizontal parallel strips. The artist has 
always sought to stir intense feeli ngs in the viewer, and, 
indeed, it is nearly impossible to remain unmoved by the 
tensions he sets up in his work. 

The stamp was issued in sheets of 30 on 29 January 1994. 

OTT AW A, Canada: Canada Post Corporation is pleased to 
announce that a Prestige Stamp Booklet, celebrating the !25th 
anniversary of the T. Eaton Company. will be issued March 
17, 1994. The booklet contains ten 43-cent commemorative 
stamps, colour photographs and text portraying t~1e 
distinguished history of this Canadian retail giant and its 
founder. 

Timothy Eaton immigrated 
to Canada from Northern 
Ireland in 1854. With his 
brother James, he opened a 
small general store and post 
office in Kirkton, Ontario in 
1856. After four years, they 
joined forces with their brother 
Robert and opened a dry-goods 
store in St. Mary's, Ontario. 
However, it was not until 
December 8, 1869, that Timothy 
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opened hjs first Eaton's store in Toronto and founded the T. 
Eaton Company. 

Eaton revolutionized Canadian retdiling in a number of 
ways, includfog his policy of "goods for cash only and at fixed 
prices", at a time when credit, bargruning and bartering were 
the order of the day. He also believed in the axiom, "A square 
deal for those we sell to, those we buy from, and those who 
work for us." By ascribing to this fundamental principle, 
Timothy Eaton soon became the most benevolent major 
employer of his day. 

The commemorative stamp, designed by Louis Fishauf of 
Toronto, chronicles the history of the T. Eaton Company. It 
prominently features a portrait of Timothy Eaton and an 
illustration of his first store as it looked in 1869. Around these 
central images are several items that were sold by Eaton's from 
the early days to the present. The Official First Day Cover 
cachet will also feature an illustration of the first Eaton's store, 
and a Day of Issue cancellation from Toronto, Ontario. + 

Unique Mint Copy of 68b 
Discovered! 

by Anonymous 
Editor Note: The author has requested that his name be 
withheld from this article. Any member who wishes to contact 
him can forward their comments to rne and I'U insure he 
receives them. My address is on the Masterhead. 

A previously unknown mint 
copy of 68b, that has resjded in a 
collection in Ireland for many 
years, surfaced at Stampa '93 in 
Dublin. 

It was submitted to David 
MacDonnell of MacDonnell Whyte 
Ltd. for authentication and received 

noo certificate # 1700. The copy was 
pronounced genuine in all respects "unused with original gum" 
and unique "To date, this is the only unused ~ujde dot example 
recorded" 

This copy is not one of the fifteen mint copies pictured in 
the Gerard Brady article, "The Extant copies of the Irish 2d 
Coil of 1935perf15 x imperf (S.G.74B) in unused condition -
Watermark S.E.", that appeared in Irish Stamp News - #8 -
Summer 1981. 

Of the eighteen or twenty examples listed in the article, 
examples 2, 8/9, XIX and XX are not pictured. Since example 
8/9 is a mjnt pair, I would hope that this copy was not one of 
these. 

Is this example 2, XIX, XX or a new addition to the list? 
Can any member provide additional information? 
Please send any correspondence to the editor. + 

Talk to Your Stamp Dealer 
by Charles J. G. Verge 

This is a story with a moral. Ian Whyte, of Ian Whyte 
(Ireland), Ltd., was visiting Boston and Toronto last January. 
While in Toronto he attended PHILEX where he had a table. I 

don't get the opportunity to see an Irish dealer very frequently 
and, in addition, being the newly elected President of the E.P.A., 
I bad the opportunity to talk to Ian about E.P.A. business as he is 
one of our directors. During the three-day show, we talked of 
many things and at one point, I indicated to him that I was also 
interested in thematics. I said th.at, as a national philatelic judge, 
I felt! had to try exhibiting in as many areas as possible so I could 
get the feel of how difficult it is to do and how to apply the 
different rules for each of these areas. I have already exhibited in 
aerophilately, literature, traditional and postal history. I indicated 
to Ian that thematics woo.Id be next. 

·l~ e. !?.~~~ JI - : · 
·~}: ... .7,.1J,·1,,,:;_.,J_,~ d~ ··~.,...- ~ ! .. 
·~ _,. ... ~~·,•· ',.,,-.. -/ ./_J .. .. • .L . ' .... j:- '.~-. -·-~_,._...,~"!"""" -. ._ .,,.. .............-~_-.. ' , - . . ,,. 
~ . ' .:y .- . . " . . :·~:''%.t~~ -:-·. ---:-::_:. .(~ 
;; ........ ~.\. ..i-.... . • . •.. -ff . "='-"·7·~,ii: ·· ; ,. 
,;: • .oix~ .HEMPENST ALLi ~ ~:·; . ... ,. .. ". 
' ,:;: Gl'll'lllALliQO OPftCSAJ&,- __. l ..-- · , '" . 
1, Ill GRAn'CM .,....,., • al..111. • .. .:~. ·~·. ; ... ~ " 
I • • >-. . , ''<;J·-:l'l~-
~:·!M\~.$., .>;S.e;c;<p ~ 1.: n /,)fll!"i(c..-;~:1 i<~.:· ... ·.:,, \ ~ 
f~:• ",' •H' -...;.~ ·i ..... !-'J!i>~f . 1 ~,....;~ ~ . .. . ,. ; ~~ ·· - -.~~ 
c •. ,.,-f.'· ·· .-'.'": 01V-ca.,.r1!;-.·~-.. ~&;~1 "' :t-o:v..117.~;p-::., r. · . .:;: ~!~ ·--~· ' "" . , .... , .. ·~· · -~· · "' ~ . , .... .,..~,....., , ... ~ .> ~· · :~·-,. ., .. -...... ~... .. ' ~:-=~-'-" "- ... , . '""· 
!.'S'· .. •.-::, • ..:IJ-t . . ~ ~~-'-"';.,"'*'""· ~· - l 
~'..:· .. . :;..· :,.;_:./~:". :( :.t~.~~·~~:t,,'.~l\h~~; 
r"!'·~~ ~...-.>'" . ,.._~ · ' . ~:~~~";;~,~;· . ,., .. ~, 

~--~~~~~;~;c~~s .. :y).,;.,~~~ 
- _,,, ... ****- -·---.. ---=--·-== . ~ 

(FIG. 1) 

Ian asked me what subject I would undertake. I told him that 
I was collecting material for two themes in fact: Eyes & Visua.I 
aids and Time. My surprise came when Ian indicated that he 
might have something of interest for my "Eye" exhibit. He had 
on one of his shelves a box which had been used to post some eye 
glasses in the late 1940s. He said he would send it along when he 
returned to Ireland. 

He/She Can Help 
in the Most 

In due course, I received the 
item in question. It was a linen 
bag (Fig. 1) from D ixon 
Hempenstall , Ophthalmic 
Opticians in Dublin, to a Miss 

Unexpected Ways Prendergast in Clonmel. In the 
bag was a very attractive box in 
excellent condition. (Fig. 2) My 

first thought was: "This is all very nice, but how do I display it 
si nee it doesn't seem to have gone through the mails." I put the box 
back in the bag and promptly dropped it. It fell on the reverse side 

" 
~-

. ... . · - ·· (FIG. ZJ- "" .. _ .. 
and I was quite pleased to see a very nice strike in red of Dixon 
Hempenstall 's slogan meter date June 22, 1948, with a 3d. postal . . 

(See Stamp Dealer page 16) 
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An Post's Postal Stationery 
(Comim1edfrom Last Issue) 

by Otto Jung 

::=PoSt ~IRE 
:=PoSt 
~PoSt 
:=PoSt ...... N:I 
;;;;;;;l>OS{ ..... "'-'a 

a c 

CASSETTE - =!!'E 
POST === PoStas == loctha §apost 

d 

From 1990, AN POST used undenominated stamps only on 
all definitive postal stationery; most commemorative issues 
had had stamps wilhout face value for years. 

The second AN POST LOGO remained in use, but the 
seven "post" plus wavy lines were reduced to four or five. In 
Lhe place of the former value figure was printed "Postage Paid" 
/ "Postas foctha"; special issues had an additional shamrock at 
bottom right. The stamp for registered envelopes had Lhe two -
line note "Bun Taille Chlaruite" I "Minimum Registration 
Fee". 

Again Lhe printers could not make up their minds about Lhe 
Jetter "a": it is found in Roman or modem type, and indeed in 
both types on the Cassette post. 

Here is a lis t of all types, including their appropriate 
catalogue numbers: 

a) post 5 x, "Postage Paid"/"Postas foctha" at bottom right, 
modern "a", format 30.5 x 18 mm: U l9, U22, U23 

b) post 5 x, "Postage Paid"/"Postas foctha" at top right just 
below "Eire", modern "a", fonnat 26 x 28 mm: P103 

c) similar to type a, but Roman "a", format 32 x 18 mm: 
U21 

d) similar to type b, but Roman "a" in "Postage Paid", 
modern "a" in "Postas foctha" (black print), format 25 x 19 
mm:U18 

e 

e) similar to type b, but Roman "a" and additional folded 
letter in three - coloured circles, format 31 x 26 mm: U20 

f) similar to type b, but Roman "a", shamrock at bottom 
right.F 

Format I: 25 x 18 mm: P27-32, P4L-46, P48, P60, 
P63-68, P74, P79-86, Tourist Office issue 

Format 2: 32 x 22 mm: P33-35 
g) similar to type b, modern "a", shamrock at bottom right, 

format 26 x 18 mm: Kl I , P88-92, P98-102, Pl08-l I I , Pl 16-
119 

h) similar to type a, but post 4 x, modem "a", five formats. 
Format I : 25 x 14 mm: Kl 2, A3 
Format 2: 26 x 14 mm: P87, P93 
Format 3: 26.5 x 15 mm: 1990 ESB card 
Format 4: 27 x 15 mm: U24 
Format 5: 32 x 18 mm: U25 

i) similar to type h, modern "a", post 4 x, two lines of notes 
concerning registration fee below the stamp, format 28 x 21 
mm: EU23 

P 1-X (1985) P69-73 

P75-78 

f:JRE 30 

~ 
P50-55, P61-62 P94-97 

P104-107 P112-115 

P121 

_ .... _.__ 
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-----
P122 P123 

The first special postal stationery stamp was used on the 
irregular US St. Patrick's series of 1985. From 1987, AN 
POST has increasingly adapted designs of commemorative 
adhesive stamps for special cards. They often show the year of 
appearance at bottom. Here is a list including the catalogue 
numbers for which the stamps were used. + 

Report 
(Continued from page 3) 

Deceased 
#0260 Frank M. Schorn, 78-53 82nd St., Glendale, NY 11227 

Change of Address 
#1356 James 0 Lawler, RR #1, Box 305, Elwood, IN 46036 
#1123 Frederic C Lynch, 5600 Via Junlpero Serra, Riverside, CA 92506-3636 
#2113 Gordon S Veith, 932 Tavel Dr, Kenner, LA 70065-1925 
112166 Sean Amiot, 2532 Custer Dr, San Jose, CA95124-1708 

(Continued on Page 19) 

Current Price List & 
Selected Offers List 
now available. Wri.te 
for your free copy. 

Raven Stamps, 
12c Washington 
St. West, 
Cork, Ireland. 
Tel +353 21 271750 
Fax+353 21 271779 

DUBLIN JOURNAL 
(Continuedfrompage 18) 

Fig: 3 - U.P. U. World Post Day cancel used Dublin 9.10.93. 

UNANNOUNCED SPECIAL CANCELLATION 
Unfortunately, we are still not being advised when special 
cancellations are being used. A recent example was the 
handstamp used at Dublin on Oct 9th. ('93) marking U.P.U. I 
World Post Day, obtainable only by those who visited the 
Philatelic Bureau around that date. The use of this handstamp 
seems to have supplanted the Slogan postmark formerly used 
around the country on this date. (Fig. 3) 

AN POST CHRISTMAS CARDS - 1993 
The standard Christmas card sent out by An Post this year to 
its customers, etc. featured the design by Pamela Leonard for 
the 28p. Christmas promotion stamp, set in a "stained glass 
window" design. The card sent out by the Philatelic Section, 
and by the Voyager Stamp Club to its members, was this year 
also a greetings type, again featuring the 28p. stamp design on 
the front, with the actual stamp cancelled with First Day of 
Issue postmark on the inside cover. + 

Answers to Crossword C 
(Last Issue) 

by Robert Joyce 
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That Was The Year That Was 
1993 

by Brian Warren 

Once again, there was no general increase in postal rates 
(except parcels) during 1993. The only significant new items 
were the introduction of meter type postage due labels in Dublin, 
and the production of a desk top diary aimed at the phjlatelic 
market. 

SPECIAL AND COMMEMORATIVE ISSUES 

en<e Q'I_, . 32 
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The 1993 programme, comprising 28 sheet stamps, one 
miniature sheet, and two booklets, were issued over eight release 
dates at a cost oflR£ 19 .52. Three of the sheet stamps were issued 
in sheetlet form with a total retail cost of IR£10.96. The 1992 
totals were 29 sheet stamps, one miniature sheet, and two 
booklets, at a cost of IR£19.40; three of the sheet stamps were 
issued in sheetlet fonn with a total retail cost of IR£l0.96. 

Date of Paper/ 
Issue Description Value Plate Numbers/Notes Gum 

26Jan Love Stamps ·Oueenof Hearts 26p 1A1A1A1A/1B1B1B1B CCP3 
(91hlssue) ·HotAirBalloon 32p 1A1A1A1A/1B1B1B1B CCP3 

4 Mar Ireland Series ·"Evening at 28p 1A1A1A1A/1B1B1B1B CCP3 
(1 4th Issue· Tangier" 
Impressionism) ·'Goose Girr 32p 1A1A1A1A/1B1B1B1B CCP3 

• 'La Jeune Bretone' 38p 1A1A1A1A/181B1B1B CCP3 

• ' Lustre Jug• 52p 1A1A1A1A/1B1B1B1B CCP3 

• Prestige Booklet IR£4.68 Four panes CCP3 

20,,.,r Fauna & Flora ·Bee Orchid 28p 1A1A1A1A/1B1B1B1B CCP1 
(16th Issue • • O'Kelly Orchid 32p 1A1A1A1A/1B1B181B CCP1 
Orchids) • Dari< Red Helleborine 44p 1A1A1A1A/1B1B1B1B CCP1 

• Irish Lady's Tresses 52p 1A1A1A1A/1B1B1B1B CCP1 
· Miniature Sheet IR£1.50 one set CCP1 

18May Europa • 'Pears In a Copper Pan• 32p } Sheetlels of CCP3 
(33rd Issue • ·Arrieta Orzola' 44p 10 plus 2 labels CCP3 
• Contemporary Art) 

8Juty Irish Amateur Swimming Assn. 1A1A1A1A1A/ 
• se-tenant 2 x 32p 1818181818 CCP3 

8 July Conragh na Gaellge • Activities 32p 1A1A1A1Al1B1B1B1B CCP3 
• Illuminated Manuscript 52p 1A1A1A1A/1B1B1B1B CCP3 

Date of Paper/ 
Issue Description Value Plate Numbers/Notes Gum 

2 Sept Royal Ho:.pital Donnybrook 28p 1A1A1A1Al1B1B1B18 CCP3 

St. Patrick's College, Carlow 32p 1A1A1A1A/1B1B1818 CCP3 
Celde Fields 44p 1A1A1A1A/1B1B1B1B CCP3 
Edward Bunting (Musician) 52p 1A1A1A1A/1B1B1B1B CCP3 

120ct Transporl In Ireland ·Gardner 28p 1A1A1A1A/181B1B1B CCP3 
(41h Issue· • CIE Leyland man 32p 1A1A1A1A/1B181B1B CCP3 
Buses) • Char·a·Banc 52p } se-tenant CCP3 

- Horse Drawn Omnibus 52p 1A1A1A1A/1B1B1B18 
• Booklet IR£2.84 2panes CCP3 

16Nov Christmas • Annunciation 2Bp 1A1A1A1A/1B1B1B1B CCP3 
(23rd Issue) • Nativity 32p 1A1A1A1A/1B18181B CCP3 

• Adoration of the Shepherds 52p 1A1A1A1A/1B1B1B1B CCP3 
Sheetlet (Flight into Egypt) 

28 x 13 IR£3.36 one free stamp CCP3 

All stamps were printed by Irish Security Stamp Printing 
Limited, and perforated 14 x 14 3/4 (vertical format) or 14 3/4 
x 14 (horizontal format) unless otherwise stated. Except as 
indicated below, all full sized sheets contain 50 stamps in the 
usual I 0 x 5 or 5 x 10 format with plate numbers at top left 
("A" or "B"), colour checks at top right, and imprint at bottom 
left. 

Ireland Series (Impressionist Paintings) - Sheet Stamps: 
The sheet stamps were printed in sheets of twenty - five rows 
of four for the horizontal format values, each stamp measuring 
51.5mm x 39.5mm (28p & 32p) and four rows of five for the 
vertical format values, each stamp measuring 39.5mm x 
5l.5mm (44p & 52p). Perforation: 13 1/4. They are the second 
largest size format for an Irish stamp issue being slightly 
smaller than the 1/- Evie Hone stamp of 1969 which measures 
40mm x 60.5mm. 

Ireland Series (Impressionist Paintings) - Prestige Booklet: 
This issue was also accompanied by a "Prestige Booklet". the 
fifth in this now annual series. There are four illustrated panes 
of stamps in miniature sheet format and eight pages of 
bilingual text. The panes contain a total of three sets made-up 
as follows: -

Pane I: 44p and 52p se-tenant; 
Pane 2: 28p and 32p se-tenant; 
Pane 3: 28p and 32p se-tenant plus 44p and 52p se-tenant; and 
Pane 4: four stamps set out as single stamps. 

All stamps are the same size, perforation, and paper/gum as 
the sheet stamps. No rouletting in the binding margins of the 
panes which are stitched into the covers. 

Fauna & Flora - Orchids: The miniature sheet contains one 
of each value set out in a strip of four. The sheet was reprinted 
for "Bangkok '94". (See entry under Exhibition Souvenirs.) 

Europa: The Europa stamps were issued in sheetlets of ten 
stamps plus two "Europa" labels set out in Lhree rows of four; 
all margins are perforated. Sheetlets have an imprint and 
colour controls, but no plate numbers. The large format stamps 
measure 38mm x 5 I .5mm, slightly smaller in size than the 
Impressionist paintings issue. Perforation: 13 1/4. 
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Michael Goaman - designed CEPT logo does not appear on 
the 1993 set. The logo was first used on the 1961 Europa 
stamps of Britain. Spain, and Portugal, and was subsequently 
adopted for use as part of the common designs for the years 
1964 (Flower), 1967 (Cogwheel), and 1968 (Key). In the 
1970's, the logo was adopted by a large number of countries, 
particularly with the introduction of theme subjects in 1974. 
Apart from the three issues referred to above, Ireland has 
included the logo on all Europa stamps since 1982. Fifty 
designs were submitted for a new logo which will. be 
introduced in 1994. In the interim, the Swiss design - a styhsed 
Europa lettering - was utilised in 1993. 

Irish Amateur Swimming Associat ion : The two se-tenant 
Swimming stamps were issued in sheets of 40 - size and 
perforation as normal. No gutter. 

Tra nsport in Ireland (Buses) - 52p values: The two 52p se
tenant values were issued in sheets of 40 divided by a gutter 
into two panes of 20, each containing ten rows of se-tenant 
pairs. 

Transport in Ireland (Buses) - Booklet: Each booklet 
contains two panes of four stamps with outer edges 
imperforate as follows: -

Pane 1: 28p imperf. top; 32p imperf. top and right; 32p 
imperf. bottom; and 28p imperf. bottom and right; 
and 

Pane 2: 28p imperf. top; 32p imperf. top and right; 52p (Char
a-Banc) imperf. bottom; and 52p (Horse Drawn 
Omnibus) imperf. bottom and right. 

The booklet thus contains six separately identifiable stamps -
28p imperf. top; 28p imperf. bottom and right; 32p imperf. top 
and right; 32p imperf. bottom; 52p (Char-a-Banc) imperf. 
bottom; and 52p (Horse Drawn Omnibus) imperf. bottom and 
right. 

Each pane is stitched into the covers but, unlike previous 
booklets of this type, the panes are not rouletted in the left 
binding margin. 

Chr istmas Sheetlet: The 13 stamps plus two labels are set out 
in three rows of five stamps/labels (as in 1992 & 1991 ). 
Sheet1ets bave an imprint but no plate numbers or colour 
controls, and are perforated through both left and right 
margins. The stamps were only sold in complete sheetJets (as 
were all previous Christmas sheetJets) and the price of IR£3.36 
gave one free stamp. 

DEFINITIVES AND POSTAGE DUE LABELS 

Sh eet Issu es: The IR£2 value has been reprinted on CCP3 
paper. Sheets with plate numbers IA IA first seen circa 
September 1993. Plate JB lB sheets did not appear until 
February 1994. No other identifiable printings noted during 
1993. 

24 September - IR£1 Booklet: The fourth booklet in the 
Heritage & Treasures series has a turquoise-blue cover 
illustrating the Lismore Crozier, and introduces a further new 
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pri.nter for li-ish stamps - Walsall Security Printers Limited. 
The contents have been revised, with each booklet now 
containing a pane of four litho printed stamps - 32p imperf. 
top; 32p imperf. top and right; 32p imperf. bottom (all perf. 13 
1/4 x 12 3/4); and 4p imperf. bottom and left (perf. 12 3/4 x 13 
1/4). The perforation size differs from all previous issues (both 
litho and photogravure) and, therefore, all four stamps are 
separately identifiable. 

32p Self-Adhesive: A third identifiable printing was noted 
during 1993. The stamp rolls, with the two reminder labels 
("only 20 stamps left" etc.), have reverted to utiljsing stamp 
paper with the dark VU reaction as per the initial first printings 
without reminder labels. The difference can also be seen 
without a UV lamp by examining the reminder labels - the 
latest printing appears cream, whereas the reminder labels of 
the previous printing, appear white. Individual mint stamps 
with backing paper can also be differentiated, as the backing 
paper on the latest third printing has a dark UV reaction as per 
the second printing, whereas the first printing bas a bright UV 
reaction. This third printing was distributed in the same "Peel 
and Stick" boxes as per the second printing, but subsequently, 

l!.l!'.. [~iQ!! 

Backing Reminder 
Stamp Paper Labels Box Types Used 

Printing 1 Dark Bright No A: Self-Adhesive/ 
£32/Sprintpak 

and 
B: Peel and Sti<:k/Spmtpak 

Pmting2 Bright Dalk Yes B: Peel and Sti<:k/Spriltpak 

Printing 3 Dark Dark Yes B: Peel and StickSprintpak 
and 

C: Peel and Stick only 
(no Sprintpa k ref.) 
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there w:.is a minor change when the reference co "Sprintpak 
Pty . Lid. Melbourne Australia" was deleted from the inside of 
the bottom flap. The revised boxes were first noted in July. 
Sprintpak Pty. Ltd. is a subsidiary of Australia Post and has 
overall respons ibility for producing the self-adhesive rolls. 
The stamps continue to be printed by Printset Pty. Ltd. During 
the year, there was public comment about the use of a foreign 
printer. However, no Irish printer can produce this specialised 
product al a competitive price. The three stamp printings and 
three box types can be best summarised in tabular form as set 
out in the accompanying table. 

Postage Due Labels: A new machine, supplied by Pitney 
Bowes, came into use in September 1993 in Lhe Dublin 2 
delivery area. The machine dispenses meter type postage due 
labels of any value from IR£0.0I to IR£99.99. The layout and 
design is the same as ordinary meter marks, complete with 
dated postmark, which reads Baile Atha Cliath 2T -
presumably the 2 stands for District 2 (?). The impression is 
applied in green ink on a perforated and pre-gummed light 
yellow backing paper which has a continuous repeating Pitney 
Bowes pattern in a darker shade of yellow. Thirty-two pence 
and fifty pence labels are supplied by the Philatelic Bureau, all 
dated 20 September (Monday) which is the reported first day 
of use. The earliest underpaid items under the new system, 
seen by me, have been covers postmarked 2 1 September 
which have labels dated 23 September. Can anybody report 
any earlier date(s) ? Although intended for the new Dublin 2 
delivery office in Cardiff Lane, this new office did not come 
into operation until 17 January 1994, and thus, initially, the 
Pitney Bowes machine was located at the Central Sorting 
Office in Sheriff Street. As a result, labels probably exist on 
mail to Dublin I addresses although I have only seen one 
example of such use. A separate machine for Dublin 1 delivery 
office, located in Rutland Place, which also came into 
operation on 17 January 1994, is expected in due course. The 
Central Sorting Office has relocated to the newly-built Dublin 
Mail Centre at Knockmitten, Dublin 24. 

ATM POSTAGE LABELS 

Presentation Packs: Presentation packs of the current labels 
were due to be released in December, but the issue of same 
was postponed until January 1994. The Frama machines 
appear to be subject to on-going maintenance problems, and 
coupled with the fact that they are located inside post offices, 
are of little practical use. The two Dublin machines were 
removed in July 1993 as part of a refurbishment programme in 
the G.P.O . and have not been reinstated. During the latter 
months of 1993, I visited Bray, Cork, Galway, and Sligo, and 
on that day, the respective Fram a machines were out of action 
in each case. 

FIRST DAY COVERS, CANCELLATIONS AND 
MAXIMUM CARDS 

F irst Day Covers: FDC's cost I 8p. Special covers were 
available for all special and commemorative issues except for 
the Conragh na Gaeilge stamps (8 July) and the General 
Anniversaries set (2 September). The general purpose FDC 
was used for the latter two issues which has reverted back to 
the "Hibernia" statue design rather than the "flying envelopes" 
design introduced as a general cover for the Frama stamps last 
year. 

Pictorial cancels were available for all issues at the usual 
locations (Athlone, Ballinasloe, Bray, Cork, Dublin, Galway, 
Limerick, Sligo, Tralee, Waterford). The use of pictorial 
cancels at Dun Laoghaire and Carrick-on-Shannon ceased with 
the Christmas 1992 issue. The Irish Impressionism stamp issue 
was released during Starnpex (London), and a special first day 
cachet was available at the exhibition. A pictorial cancel (same 
design) was available in Carlow for the stamps issued on 2 
September, given the local connection with the 32p value, and 
the preparation of a special cover by St. Patrick's College for 
their own commemorative s tamp. The Royal Hospital, 
Donnybrook, also prepared their own private first day cover 
for their 28p stamp. 

Maximum Cards: A set of four maximum cards ( 17p each) 
was available for both the Orchids issue (20 April) and the 
Buses set ( 12 October). 

Voyager Wildlife Cards: As part of a special promotion 
from September 1993 onwards, the bureau has been selling a 
Wildlife Writing Pack which contains a writing pad , 
envelopes, pen , s tamps, stickers etc. aimed primarily at 
Voyager Club members. The pack also includes four 
numbered maximum type cards featuring previous Fauna & 
Flora animal designs - I: I 6p Fox ( 1980); 2: 28p Lapwing 
( 1989); 3: 32p Pine Marten (1992); 4: 44p Irish Setters (1983). 
The cards refer to the "Voyager Wildlife Collection" and are 
very attractive. A number of collectors used them in 
conjunction with the Voyager logo postmark at Stampa '93. 
The cards were only sold with the complete packs at a cost of 
IR£5 (Voyager C lub members - IR£4). 
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BOOKS AND PRESENTATION PACKS 

19 July - The Burren Wildlife Presentation Pack: The pack 
contains the Fauna and Flora sets of 1992 (Pine Marten) and 
1993 (Irish Orchids). The Burren in Co. Clare remains one of 
the strongholds for the Pine Marten, and three of the Orchid 
species can be found in the region, the exception being the 
"Irish Lady's Tresses" as depicted on tbe 52p value. Price 
IR£3.06 (face value). 

24 September - 1992/93 Year Book: Each book contains all 
special and commemorative issues from the Pine Marten 
stamps, issued on 9 July 1992, to the Europa set, issued on 18 
May 1993; a total of29 stamps and one miniature sheet- total 
face value of IR£12.04. Both the Orchids single set and 
miniature sheet are included. A numbered black print of the 
Single European Act stamp is also included. Total printing of 
5,000 ordinary copies (500 less than last year) - cost: IR£25, 
and 200 leather bound editions (100 Jess than last year) - cost: 
IR£100. 

16 November - 1993 Year Pack: The Year Pack contains one 
each of the 28 special and commemorative stamps issued 
during the year, including the 28p Christmas sheetlet stamp. 
No Orchids miniature sheet included. Sold at face value of 
contents. Cost: IR£10.68 (face value). 

POSTAL STATIONERY AND GREETING CARDS 

20 February - St. Patrick's Day Cards: Four postcards were 
available with the usual prepaid stamp shamrock imprint (35p 
per card). AU designs were new, although the Peace and Dove 
card is somewhat similar to one of the 1987 designs. The three 
new designs feature (1) shamrock containing views (2) crozier 
and outline map and (3) quill and ink-pot. Three greetings 
cards were also available; two of the cards repeat designs from 
the first set issued last year (Sceilig Mhichfl and Historic 
Sites). However, the 1993 copyright notice identifies the new 
issue. The third greetings card features a "Dog in Boot" 
design. All cards sold at 60p each, complete with usual 
envelope which is prepaid worldwide. Usual green first-day
of-issue cancel available from the philatelic bureau. An 
illustrated advertising leaflet was produced which indicated 
the latest dates of posting. 

(jrccti11gs frvm !rcfo111{ 

April - Bureau de Change Postcard: As in 1992, the Bureau 
de Change division of An Post printed a special leaflet which 
was freely available at most post offices which provide such 
services. The leaflet promoted the Bureau's services by once 
again offering a free pack of five cards on presentation of the 
leaflet when availing of their facilities. The 1993 card repeats 
one of the 1991 St. Patrick's Day Card designs, and features 
various scenes of Irish Life and Heritage. The undenominated 
cards come complete with. printed wrapper. The cards were 
distributed much earlier than in 1992 and were first noted by 
me during the last week of April. 

8 July - Oireachtas Postcard: The annual Oireachtas Festival 
was held in Galway this year (22-31 October). The 1993 card 
was released early to coincide with the release of the stamps 
for the centenary of Conragh na Gaeilge (Gaelic League) 
which was established on 31 July 1893. The undenominated 
card reproduces the two issued stamps together with two 
previous relevant stamps - 5d Sword of Light ( 1923) and l/2d 
50th Anniversary of Gaelic League (1943). During the period 
1899-1932, the League's Journal (Iris an Chonartba) was 
intermittently known as "An Chlaidhem Soluis" (The Sword 
of Light), hence, the illustration of the 5d definitive. No 
charge. 

29 September - International Reply Coupon: A new 
printing was released by the bureau in September 1993 
although it bears an imprint 9.1992. Similar in format as 
previous issues (with sideways UPU watermark), the text has 
been reset as coupons and are now exchangeable for stamps 
for the equivalent of the minimum overseas airmail letter rate 
(previously surface rate applied). The cost remains at 77p, but 
unlike previous issues, An Post no longer overprints the local 
price on the coupons. 

Postage Paid Envelope - Reprint: The inner printed 
"Glenmalure" lining of the envelope was first noted, by me in 
late 1993, with a slightly different colour - violet instead of the 
previous blue. Type l Postage Paid imprint and Type A 
"Glenmalure" as per the notes in my 1992 article. The boxed 
"Glenmalure", with no frame line, is positioned with three 
lines of "Glenmalure" above the box (instead of one) as per the 
previous blue printing. Cost: 36p. 
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lhos oerogromme features fronces Poskoll's tilustrotoons 
from An Post's ' lrelond Senes' stomps 

An Pos• 1990 © Pronted on lrelond 

Hus oerogromme lectures Frances Poskitl's illustrations 
from An Post's 'lrelond Series' stomps 

An Post 1993 © Pron ted in Ireland 

lllustra ted Aerogramme - Reprint: The current illustrated 
aerogramme was first issued in 1990 and normally sold in 
packs of five at a cost of IR£2.20. Individual aerogrammes are 
available from the bureau for the equivalent of their postage 
value (45p). The o riginal issue bears an An Post 1990 
copyright notice. The latest printing bears a 1993 date within 
the copyright notice. Apart from shade variations, there are no 
other changes to individual aerogrammes. The reverse side of 
the wraparound card protector, from the original printing 
advertised, have been revised in the 1993 printing, and the 
reference to prices has been deleted. 

G reetings Cards: There were no greeting card issues for 
Easter or Christmas. 

Undenominated Items etc: The undenominated items 
referred to above are not stationery items within the FIP 
definition of the term because they do not bear any stamp 
imprint. All such items are included above as they were 
produced by An Post. There were no Grandparents' Day cards 
issued this year. 

EXHIBITION SOUVENIRS, POSTMARKS AND 
CACHETS 

SOUVENIRS AND CACHETS - OVERSEAS 

3-7 March - Stampex (London): As referred to above, the 
annual exhibition coincided with the release of the Irish 
Impressionism stamp issue on 4 March. A special first day 
cachet was available at the show as well as the usual general 
cachet. 

1-10 October - Bangkok '93: This FLP International 
Exhibition was held in Thailand. An Post reissued the Orchids 
(Fauna and Flora) miniature sheet with a larger top margin 
than the original sheet issued on 20 April. The extra large 
margin incorporates the Irish and Thai flags. together with an 
inscription "BANGKOK '93" (and the same in Thai). Cost: 
IR£ 1.50. A special cachet was also available. A stamp dealer 
privately organised a limited number of presentation-style 

packs which incorporated a mint copy of the sheet together 
with a used copy on cover cancelled with the cachet. The 
covers also had a Thai st:amp cancelled with a Thai exhibition 
postmark. 

21 to 24 O ctober -
Philatelia (Cologne): A 
cachet was available for 
this biennial show. 

SOUVENI RS AND POSTMARKS - RE PUBLIC OF 
IRE LAND 

Philatelic facilities were available at all of the Irish shows 
referred to below except for the Irish International Coin 
Stamp and Collectables Fair. ' 

23 J a nuary - IPTA/An Post 
Collectors' Road Show, 
Dundalk: The show was 
held in the Imperial Hotel. 
The 4p postngc due sheetlet 
wa s numbered and 
overprinted in black with the 
An Post and I.P.T.A. logos 
together with the wording "Dundalk Regional Show 23.1.93". 
Total printing of 300 less spoils. Cost IR£1 .00. A special 
postmark incorporating part of the town's crest/arms was 
available. 

6 Febr uary - IPTA/An Post 
Collectors' Road S how, 
Kilkenny: The show was 
held in the Newpark Hotel. 
T he 5p postage due sheet 
was numbered and over
printed in black in similar 
manner as the Dundalk sheet 
together with the wording "Kilkenny Regional Show 6.2.93". 
Total printing of 300 less spoils. Cost IR£ 1.00. The special 
postmark incorporated the town's crest/arms. 

27 Mar ch - Mid-Western 
Phil a t e li c Soc i e t y 
Exhibition: The numbered 
edition of 300 booklets 
contains a pair of the 28p 
Pine Marten stamps from the 
1992 Fauna & Flora issue. 
Cost IR£1.50. The usual 
cover (30p) and postmark were available at the show which 
was held in Ha!Ja fde, Limerick. 

(Co111in11ed in Next Issue) 
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The 2d Coil Stamp 
(SG 74a, Scott 68b) 

by C.J. Dulin, FRPSL 

Your correspondent (letter to the Editor, Revealer Spring 
1994 issue, Whole No. 194, Vol 43, No. 4) appears to be 
somewhat upset by my suggestion that the 2d perf 15 x imperf 
coil stamp may be a forgery (Revealer Winter 1993, Whole 
No. 193, Vol 43, No. 3). 

However, before describing the concept as nonsense 
(which it may well be), he might have had the courtesy to wait 
until the evidence upon which the assertion rests was 
presented. While my research is not yet complete, it may be 
necessary to give an interim report, as it were, of why I 
reached the conclusion that I did. It may well be wrong, but at 
least it is founded on considerably better reasoning than that 
presented by your disgruntled correspondent's opinions (so
catted facts) indicating that the stamp was genuinely issued. In 
support of the forgery thesis, one could, and should, present a 
body of evidence of why the stamp is genuine, but it would 
scarcely include much offered in his emotive and irate letter. 

It is necessary to give some of the history pertaining to the 
original discovery of the stamp, but I will not waste too much 
valuable space in your Journal by outlining methods of stamp 
manufacture of which your correspondent seems 
unacquainted. Not only do the manufacturing methods of coil 
stamps differ from sheet stamp issues, but, criticaJly for the 
Irish coil stamps, so do the dies. The only partial exception to 
this is that concerned with paste-ups, but these do not enter the 
argument here. There is very little chance that this 2d stamp 
could have been printed due to "human error" or that the 
printer "made a mistake". If the stamp in question is genuine, 
then it could only have been made by design, not error. As, 
indeed, it may have been. 

The original discovery was made by good friend Michael 
Leonard in the late 1930s. He found it on an entire envelope 
(later cut down to piece). Periodically thereafter, used single 
examples turned up, but the next most important published 
find, in the early 1970s, was that of the Renouf unused strip of 
five. It was among his belongings after that gentleman died. 
This was on paper (crumbled into a ball) from which it was 
carefully removed and subsequently ironed out. Later, 
incidentally, a single was cut from this strip and the remaining 
strip of four, which I last saw a year or two ago, was in rather 
a sorry state due to migration of remnant gum, glue or paste 
diffusion. Two particular collections of Irish stamps were sold 
in the late 1970s. One, sold by a Dublin dealer, was devoted to 
Irish coils stamps alone and contained a number of the 2d coil 
stamps. The original owner had also compiled a lengthy and 
valuable dossier on the coils in general , and its main 
contribution, as far as the stamp in question was concerned, 
was to dispel the myth (which had gained currency in 1950s 
and 1960s) that the original coil (or coils) had been used by 
the Gas company in Dublin for use on their mail. He also 
attempted to demonstrate that all the used examples had 
postmarks indicating that they had been posted in a string of 
towns roughly in a straight line east of Dublin. From the 
evidence of his own examples this was true, but later, as more 
examples turned up, this hypothesis was found to be largely 
erroneous. 

The other pertinent Irish collection, auctioned in Zurich 
(not by Feldman), was more general in character, but largely 
devoted to varieties. Among other material, it contained a 
considerable number of the 2d coil stamps. All were used. 

In the interim, other examples have appeared, mostly used 
specimens including a couple of strips, but also mint singles 
and two mint pairs. Finally, the most important discovery, 
made last year, was that of Ian Whyte with the stamp on cover 
(the only one, as far as I know, still intact on an entire and a 
lovely example). 

In terms of articles on the stamp, there have been only two 
which considered the matter seriously and in some depth. The 
first was a summary by R. Jackson (Revealer 1968 July/Sept 
Vol 18 No. 4 Whole 94) who attempted to chronicle all the 
examples k nown at the time and also considered the 
differences between the coil stamp and the sheet stamp. The 
second, an excellent in-depth examination by Gerard Brady, 
appeared in Irish Stamp News (No. 8 Summer 1981) and gave 
the historical provenance of all the mint stamps that had 
surfaced (17) as well providing a wealth of background 
information. This article is, by far, the best that has appeared. 

So much, then , for potted history. Now on to an 
abbreviated version of the forgery thesis. There were four 
factors that initially inclined me to this view. 

The first was that I could not comprehend why Professor 
Renouf never published anything on the matter, especially 
since he possessed what was then a unique piece. He was, 
undoubtedly, the most knowledgeable man of his time on 
modern, and then current, Irish philately. Not, perhaps, in the 
same league as the incomparable Stafford-Johnson (who was 
indisputably the finest researcher and postal historian on Irish 
matters our bobby has ever known), but an outstanding 
researcher nevertheless. Renouf was a prolific writer and it 
seemed decidedly odd that he never mentioned the stamp strip. 
It may welJ be, of course, that he passed away before he could 
do so. Even so, he apparently never mentioned it to any of his 
philatelic colleagues. That his strip of five was found 
crumbled in drawer was also a little odd. As many collectors 
of today know, he preserved every envelope he ever received 
and although condition was not his forte, be would never have 
crumbled up anything with an Irish stamp on it, scarce or not. 
Again, the condition of the piece might suggest that it was put 
away after he died, perhaps by heirs who might have had less 
consideration for material than he did. Especially if they did 
not appreciate its intrinsic worth. 

The second factor was that over the years, with more and 
more examples appearing, no unmollnted specimen was 
known. The only exception to this is the lower of one of the 
mint pairs. I have not seen this example, but it is described by 
Brady who gave the owner's description ("The p~ir is 
unhinged but I suspect !he top stamp bore an old fashioned 
stamp binge at one time as there are two faint dirty lines from 
the top which have caused slight creases. The bottom st~mp 
carries a large soft pencil initial and also on the bottom nght 
comer of each stamp gray initials S.P. "). While not crucial to 
my thesis, an unmounted stamp showing no gum disturbance 
would be a fairly strong argument against it 

As to the stamp itself, there are two crucial differences 
between it and the sheet stamp. The printed design on the coil 
stamp is physically larger and the paper on which it appears is 
thinner. Perhaps your correspondent may have been unaware 
of this. 
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The third factor was concerned with the conceivable outlets 
for the stamp. There were very few indeed. as will be dealt 
with in more detail later. 

Finally. as the fourth factor. there has never been any 
official admission by the Irish Post Office that tne stamp was 
actually issued. 

Given these fac tors. it seemed to me that possibly someone 
(whether by deliberate fraudulent intent, as a hoax or out of 
curiosity) could make a coi l s tamp from a sheet stamp 
relatively s imply. Unhappily, it could still be done with equal 
relative ease. All that is needed is a 30-ton press and some 
knowledge of how damp paper behaves under pressure. After 
such treatment, the stamp would be both thinner and show an 
enlarged design. Such a contrived forgery would be done 
better on an unused stamp than a used. The most difficult 
aspect, by far, would be to preserve the gum continuity, 
although even this is possible to large degree by damping not 
with water, but with another agent. If such forgeries were 
made, then it would have been simplicity itself to stick them 
on an envelope and have them pass through the mail to obtain 
reasonable postmarks. 

Today, of course, anyone foolhardy enough to attempt to 
do so would have to surmount the much more difficult task (if 
used examples were required) of forging contemporaneous 
postmarks. By the same token, in trying to manufacture mint 
specimens they would probably have recourse to heavy hinges 
or to regumming (an art raised to a science - vide some 
advertisements in the German Philatelic press). 

That, then, is the theory. What of the hard evidence? Very 
little indeed, for either a genuine or forged article. All of it 
(from either viewpoint) is, at this point, largely circumstantial. 
I had intended to cover this in considerable depth in a future 
article, but perhaps you will allow me to summarise some of 
the arguments (both for and against) here. 

Obviously, the most unequivocal evidence would be that 
from the Irish Post Office. Again, as far as I am aware, only 
one letter on the subject exists from them and in it they refused 
to discuss the matter. Again, to my knowledge, there was 
never an announcement in Iris an Phuist or (as was normal in 
those days) in the British Post Office Circulars. However. even 
if genuine, this would not be overly surprising since all of the 
coils were experimental (although, oddly enough, the Irish 
Post Office a lways claimed the 1935 coils, in general, were 
not). 

Until well into the 1950s, all dies used by the Stamping 
Department at Dublin Castle were made by the British Royal 
Mint. There is much in the National archives at Kew relatjng 
to most of these dies, including (as I believe I noted in my 
article) a considerable quantity relating to the 1940 Irish coil 
stamps. For these, there is not only data on the dies, but also, 
in minute detrul, on the rotary plates used to produce them, as 
well as the perforation problems that could arise. Thus far, I 
have discovered no file on the earlier coils. Since the potential 
perforation problems loomed large, I also took the matter up 
with Grover & Co. Ltd. They, however, had nothing on file 
relating to the Irish coil stamps of either the 1930s or 1940s. 

The Irish archives are now, at last, finally opening up but, 
again, nothing has been discovered, to date, that relates 
specifically to the 2d coil stamp under discussion . The 
Warrant books at Dublin Castle mention only two deliveries of 
2d coils for the 1930s period, but these, in turn, fail to specify 
which (i.e. horizontal or vertical) was involved. 

Official evidence then is, at this time, lackfog. Also, as 

Brady has noted, there are no 2d coil stamps in the philatelic 
archives of the Irish Post Office. nor in the National Museum 
of Ireland's collection. 

Of scientific evidence there is precious little published, 
although what there is tends towards my hypothesis. That is. a 

(Continued 011 next page) 

Crossword D 
by Robert J. Joyce 

C A R D S E I R E S N E D R A G R 
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LOVE 
TRANSPORT 
WATERFORD 
COMMERCE 
COLLEGE 
CANON 
BOTANIC 
MEDICAL 
MERCY 
MODERN 
FAUNA 
ISSUES 
SOCIETY 

SERIES 
STATESMEN 
GOLDSMITHS 
TRINITY 
CHRISTMAS 
HAYES 
CHECKS 
LIGHTS 
FIRST 
COVERS 
YEAR 
CREAM 
REVEALER 

STAMPS 
IRELAND 
CHAMBER 
WOMEN 
DUBLIN 
COLOR 
GARDENS 
IMPRINT 
EUROPA 
CARDS 
PACK 
CATILE 

FESTIVALS 
COMPANY 
ANNIVERSARY 
CONSTITUTION 
SPECIAL 
COMMEMORATIVE 
TRAFFIC 
MISSIONARIES 
DAY 
ARCHITECTURE 
FLORA 
PAPER 

Plus many other words of assorted shapes, sizes, and 
meanings. 

Source: The Revealer. That Was The Year That Was--1987, 

Vol 38, No 2, Fall 1988, Pgs 23-25. + 
(Answers in the Next Issue) 
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wider overall design, broadening of frame lines, thinner than 
normal (but what is normal?) paper. Theoretically, it is 
possible to detect a stamp that has been subjected to pressure 
by the nature of the fibres (a more difficul t task with used 
stamps). I once attempted to do so when I had access to the 
equipment, but, probably due to my being a mere amateur I 
could not find anything conclusive. Moreover, the stamp on 
which I worked was used, not mint. Extension of the 
watermark size might also have been indicative. However, 
what was a normal watermark? The variation of watermark in 
the ordinary sheet stamps was so great that there was little to 
be of use with this as a parameter. 

On other examples I have examined, I did note that 
occasionally the cut margins were not consistent. But then, if 
genuine, we sti ll do not know how the coil stamps were cut. 
By guillotine? Or with, as I suspect, circular shear knives? 

The most telling evidence in favour of the 2d coil stamp 
being genuine that I have seen was with an example showing a 
portion of an adjacent stamp alongside. This would had to 
have come from a pair imperforate vertically in between. 
However, if the stamp was forged, this equally might have 
come from a poorly perforated sheet used to begin with. I have 
never seen 2d sheet examples showing such a gross 
perforation defect, but I have seen examples of a Ind stamp 
that did. If the mis-cut example had been more than a single it 
would have been exponentially more in favour of authenticity. 

The ink can tell us almost nothing in differentiating a 
genuine article from a contrived stamp for the forgery (if it 
exists) would have been made from ordinary sheet stamps. 
Suggestions have been made that the 2d coil stamp differs in 
shade from the sheet stamp. Even if this were so (and there is 
no great agreement on the topic), it is back to square one with 
the question of what is the normal colour. 

Perhaps the most surprising scientific aspect, or rather its 
omission, is that no-one has yet published details on 
differences between the other value coil stamps and their sheet 
counterparts. This I am in process of doing and will, in due 
course, publish the results. Or, rather, I will submit the results 
for possible publication, for I have no wish to upset any more 
readers. 

Circumstantial evidence may largely b e in realm of 
informed speculation, but in the absence of official or 
definitive scientific evidence, that is all that is left. 

Why, for example, was the stamp not discovered until three 
years after it was used? Scarcity perhaps, but a little unusual 
nevertheless. Then, as now, philatelists used to comb through 
kilos of material looking for such finds. But. once more, this is 
not unique in the stamp world, even if it is varieties that are 
generally involved rather than distinctly different issu~: 

Although the stamp is not rare by any means (and 1t 1s even 
considerably less scarce than it used to be a few years a~o 
especially in used form}, why is this so? Normally, even _with 
experimental stamps, one would have expected that _an issue 
would have consisted of at least a dozen rolls given the 
probable method of manufacture. Brady (ibid) has noted that, 
on occasions, as little as 4 or 5 rolls were made by the 
Stamping Branch for panicular requirements. Either way, we 
are talking about more than the odd roll. But much more to the 
point is where did they go? Or where could they have gone? 
The only possible outlets would have been stamp affixing 
machines (which would narrow the field to a few private 
companies) or stamp vending machines. 

If they went to stamp affixing machines then they would 
have been used for receipts and/or postage. If for receipts, it 
would have been expected that many examples would have 
turned up either with pen or cachet type cancellations. As far 
as I know, none have. If used for postage, the majority of used 
specimens would show a few specific office postmarks. This, 
while possible, is not really the case for the actual spread of 
known examples seems too wide. 

The alternative, then, is stamp vending machine usage. 
There was once a minor controversy on whether 2d vending 
machines existed at the relevant period. We know that the six 
2d Dublin vending machines (the only oaes to take that 
amount) were withdrawn in 1927. We also know that the next 
2d machines purchased were not installed until 1951. 
Nominally, then, there would have been no stamp vending 
machines into which a 2d coil could usefully go. However, 
what we do not know with certainty, as yet, is whether the 
withdrawn Dublin machines were installed elsewhere. 
Granting, for the moment, that they were, then we would 
expect that 2d coil cancellations would show cancellations that 
would peak around a maximum of six office locations with 
perhaps a broader Gaussian than would be the case if stamp 
affixing machines were involved. On the meagre published 
evidence available, this is quite possible. However, (and it is 
quite a large however) this also assumes that the six machines, 
or most of them, were for vertical delivery. At this stage, I do 
not know, although I am attempting to determine whether this 
was so. In other words, for a logical outlet for the stamp in 
question, it is necessary to assume that the six Dublin 
machines were not only of the vertica.I delivery type, but, also, 
that they were, indeed, put back into circulation at other 
locations. Quite apart from the 2d coil stamp, if the machines 
were put back into circulation elsewhere, then it would be 
interesting to discover why. For if they were considered 
unsuitable in Dublin, what would have made them practical 
beyond the Pale? 

There are other circumstantial aspects that might be 
considered, but since this was supposed to be a summary, I 
will not raise them here. 

Finally, there is also a possibility that the stamp was neither 
genuine or a forgery, but printers waste. If your correspondent 
calls for "rebuttal" (Oh! My! Aren't we serious?) from Ian 
Whyte or David Feldman (two gentlemen with whom I am not 
entirely acquainted, for whom I have respect, and with whom I 
have discussed my hypothesis in the past) on possible 
forgeries, who on earth would he calJ upon if printer's waste is 
suggested? Mrs. Robinson? 

A greater mystery than the 2d coil stamp is your 
correspondent's reaction to my rather innocuous suggestion. I 
could speculate on why, but it would be not only uncharitable, 
but, worse, ungentlemanly to do so. 

It remains, Sir, only to thank you for kindness in letting me 
use up valuable column inches that undoubtedly could have 
been more usefully devoted to Jess contentious subjects. 

Noting that the correspondent who took such astonishing 
umbrage at my views (and whose susceptibilities I have 
apparently offended) resides in Alexandria, VA rather than 
Salem, Mass, it is without too much tripidation that I sign off 
as an quite unrepentant heretic. I once even suggested that the 
Dollard Carmine overprints were printed by Thom. As to 
whether Santa Claus exists, I am still uncertain. 'l'i 
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Stamp Dealer 
(Conti11uedfrom page 5) 

indicia. (Fig. 3) It will make a unusual item in the eye wear part 
of the exhibit particularly since I believe (some of my colleague 
judges might differ) that I can also exhibit a reduced colour 
photocopy of the box as contents to the bag. 

Hence the moral of this story is quite simple. Don't take your 
stamp dealer for granted. Don't feel that they can only provide 
you with a limited range of products. Talk to them, most of them 
have you interest at heart and will walk that extra mile to provide 
you with something you need, find something you've been 
looking for or just, as in this case, have something in the shop 
looking for a good home. + 
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ENDOFTPO's 

Tht 
DUBLIN 

JOURNAL 
by A . F. Finn 

Coinciding with the introduction of new sorting and delivery 
arrangements in the Republic, and the removal of most mail 
transport from rail to road, the end of the remaining TPO 
(Travelling Post Office) services came during the week ended 
21st. Jan. '94. The services had already been curtailed since 
Jan. 14th., the last night that the TPO's ran from Dublin to 
Cork and Galway respectively. During the following week, the 
services ran with a skeleton staff only, the Cork TPO taking 
mail as far as Thurles only, and the Galway TPO travelling 
only to Athlone. The 60 staff employed have been relocated to 
other postal offices, mostly in the Dublin area. 

OPENING OF DUBLIN MAILS CENTRE 
Sweeping changes to mail processing and delivery in the 
Republic, and the introduction of once-a-day deliveries in 
Dublin and other areas, arrived with the official opening (on 
Jan. 17) of the Ir£ 15 million custom-built Dublin Mails Center 
(DMC), situated at Knockmitten, Dublin 12. Located near the 
major Naas Road/Western Parkway junction, it offers 
immediate access to roads to west and south of the country. 
Unlike its predecessor, the former Central Sorting Office at 
Sheriff St (from which more than 400 staff have been 
transferred) the new Centre uses state of the art OCR (Optical 
Character Reading) equipment and Video Coding technology 
which can process 35,000 letters per hour (IO letters per· 
second) on each of two machines. In a further major relocation 
of staff. 200 personnel were also transferred to the new 
delivery offices which have simultaneously opened in Dublin 
1 and 2, and 200 drivers have been moved to other district 
offices around Dublin. 

WATCH YOUR MAIL 
Resulting from the new Dublin sorting arrangements, and 
other changes throughout the country, it now pays to examine 
your mail: "Bar-coding" (in red) on the reverse of envelopes 
processed through the DMC is now becoming commonplace. 
The code indicates (in sequence) the number of the machine 
being used, the date, time and sequence number of the item. 

Fig. I - Scalloped self-inking datestamp (No. 2) of Ballina Co. 
Mayo31.J.94 

Elsewhere, on the counters of post and sub-post offices 
throughout the country, a new series of counter handstamps in 
a scalloped design have been introduced, (simjlar to the series 
introduced in recent years in the UK. and Northern Ireland). 

So far, all examples seen are exclusively in W!ifill and bear 
the "An Post" logo at the foot. (Fig. l) 

ALCOCK & BROWN - 75th. ANNIV. 
Congratulations to members of EPA - and of our sister 
organisation, the Irish Airmail Society - who, like myself, 
pressed for the above issue. Unfortunately, at time of writing 
(2/94), we have been unable to have the issue (scheduled for 
Sept. 6th.) moved back so as to be available for the actual 
anniversary dates (June 14th & 15th.). We are, however, still 
pressing for an individual first day postmark to be used at the 
landing site at Clifden. (Note: the Clifden postmark has now 
been confirmed - and I understand An Post are considering the 
issue of a further commemorative item - possibly an 
aerogramme). 

CHAOS IN POSTAL SERVICE 
Unfortunately, postal delivery chaos was quickly reported -
particularly in Dublin I and 2 - following the introduction of 
the new Dublin sorting arrangements. At the start of the week 
commencing Jan 17th, many businesses especially complained 
that they were receiving only 15% of their normal mail, and by 
Wednesday of that week, the postal service had to announce 
special Freephone numbers for customers experiencing 
difficulties. Mail was not reaching the local delivery offices in 
time for the promised next day delivery, and postmen, now 
arriving later at their delivery offices to sort and collect mail 
for delivery, were being assigned new delivery routes in areas 
with which they were not familiar. Notwithstanding its claim 
that delays were confined to only two postal districts, An Post 
had to announce special weekend deliveries to both businesses 
and householders in all Dublin districts, as well as Dun 
Laoghaire and Blackrock, on Jan 22 and 23, in order to try and 
clear the backlog. 

CLAIMS AND COUNTERCLAIMS 
At the end of January, An Post denied that a four-day backlog 
of mail sti ll existed. The papers were full of reports that 
26,000 letters and parcels were held up in Dublin 2. Repo~ 
were also widespread that the new computers were mis
d irecting mail, with mail, for instance, addressed to "Dublin 
Road, Carlow" being sent to Dublin, whilst John Hynes, the 
Chairman of An Post, bad to personally undertake to 
investigate whether Canada Life, the respected international 
insurance company based in Dublin, bad bad all its mail 
diverted to Vancouver because of the inclusion of "Canada" in 
its address. Mail deliveries in Dublin 2 were further disrupted 
when two letterbombs were delivered to Cardiff St. delivery 
office, causing evacuation of the building. Finally, by ~eb. 
11th., with readers now claiming that mail from Newbndge 
(Co. Kildare) to Castleknock (Dublin) was taking two weeks 
to arrive, the "Irish Independent" newspaper was 
recommending a return to the "Pony Express" method of 
delivery. 

BUS LETTER SERVICE 
A lesser known form of delivery for letters in the Irish 
Republic is through the medium of the Irish bus service "Bus 
Eireann". For a charge of Ir£l.40 +VAT(= Ir£l.70) for an 
envelope less than 2 oz., and provided a 32p. postage st~mp is 
also affixed, mail can be conveyed between any two pomts on 
routes throughout the country served by Bus Eireann. Items 
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Fig. 2 - Bus Letter/Parcel stamp of Bus Eirea1111, with receipt 
portion (which is handed to sender) attached. 

are conveyed on the next available service, and can either be 
collected by the addressee at arrival, or the item posted 
onwards at its destination. Bus Eireann stamps, either machine 
printed or showing individual denominations to indicate the 
bus fee has been paid, are usually affixed to items so sent. 
(Fig. 2) 

POSTAL MUSEUM • NO NEWS YET 
Fifteen years have now passed since colleague David Rose 
wrote in lhe "I.P.S. Newsletter" · which I then edited - that 
Post Office officials had advised the F.P.S.I. (Federation of 
Philatelic Societies of Ireland) that they were still seeking 
suitable premises for a Postal Museum. Sadly, things have not 
progressed in the period since, and the official in the Post 
Office most recently dealing with the assembly of items for an 
eventual Museum, has now been dispatched to other duties 
and the collection locked away. Most hope seems to rest with, 
perhaps, the National Museum being given responsibility for 
taking over matters. A substantial grant has recently been 
awarded to the Museum to develop new and badly needed 
exhibition and storage space at Collins Barracks, Dublin, soon 
to be vacated by the Army, which may eventually lead to some 
form of postal history display there. By comparison, a 
permanent display of Irish postal history has been on display 
on the other side of the border • at the Ulster Museum in 
Belfast · since 6 July 1987, when, at the initiative of the 
National Postal Museum in London, the exhibition was opened 
by the south's Earl of Ross • a descendent of a former 
Postmaster Genera.I of Ireland. 

C ARROLLS/MURPHYS IRISH OPEN 
Sponsorship of the Irish Open Golf Championship, organised 
by the Irish cigarette manufacturer Carrolls since the revival of 
the tournament in 1963, will this year (1994) pass to the Irish 

stout brewers, Murphys. Dates and location of the event 
remain as previously announced · for the second year running, 
the Mount Juliet course at Thomastown, Co. Kilkenny, from 
June 30 to July 3, with the Pro-Am taking place on June 29. 
Hopefully, postal facilities will continue to be available at the 
event, which now has the distinction of providing collectors 
with Ireland's (after Stampa) longest running special even! 
postmark, in use since 1976. 

1916 RISING 
A visit to the "Old Township of Pembroke" Exhibition, held at 
the o ld Town Hall in Ballsbridge, Dublin (formerly, like 
Rathmines, one of the townships of Dublin) last October was 
most interesting, and the following extract from the Town 
Clerk's records, dated 4th. May 1916 was on display: "Have 
ascertained that the Post Offices at Baggot St. Upper, 
Donnybrook, and Ballsbridge will re-open this afternoon - · 
Baggot St (presumably Lower) having already opened". The 
Town Clerk's interest was on behalf of shopkeepers in the 
district - they had experienced a decline in trade caused by the 
non-payment of the "Separation Allowance" due to wives of 
soldiers serving in the British Army! This would have affected 
particularly families Jiving in the Ringsend and Irishtown 
areas of the suburb. 

BOOKLET VENDING MACHINE ERROR 
Visitors to Greystones (Co. Wicklow) post offices on Aug. 
I 0th. were treated to an unusual bargain. Due to an electronic 
fault, the machine, which shows the booklet price in a LCD 
display, incorrectly showed the price of its stamp booklets as 
20p., and promptly dispensed stamp booklets (containing 
stamps with a face value of£ I) on insertion of a 20p. coin! 
One customer purchased £12 worth of booklets at one-fifth of 
face value (£2.40) before running out of coins, and was 
reportedly most disappointed to return to the machine the 
following day, only to discover that a "Not in Use" notice had 
been affixed to the machine! 

MAILBAG APPARATUS. TPO's 
A feature of the TPO carriages running on Irish and U.K. 
railways was their use of mailbag apparatus. The TPO carriage 
was filled with an outside net, fitted to catch incoming mail 
bags while the train travelled at speed. Similarly, outgoing 
bags were delivered by means of an outside arm on the 
carriage, again without the train stopping. First introduced in 
Britain in 1852, a recently discovered (by me) photograph 
shows the apparatus on the (Irish) MGWR (Midland Great 
Western Railway) TPO built in 1888. The use of lineside 
catching apparatus ceased on Irish TPO's in the late I 960's, 
and in Britain, in 1971 . 

IRISH ASSOCIATED ISSUE 
The work of Dublin-born painter Sean Scully is shown on a 
Fr6.70 stamp issued by France in Feb. '94. The specially 
commissioned painting features in a series showing the work 
of painters drawn from each of the member states of the 
European Union, and Sean Scully was selected for Ireland on 
the advice of the Ministry for Culture in France. 

Editor's Note: See accompanying article on page 4. 

(Co11tin11ed 011 page 6) 
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Some Philatelic Terms 
Description of Stamp Terms 

Deutsch English Francais 

oogebr. ungebrauchl mint neut 
postlr. posttrisch mint, never~ neut s. c:hamiere 
~s1pl. gestempell unused, cancel oblttere 

postfrisch mint, never hinged neut s. c:hamiere 
ungebraucht mint neut 

(') ungebrauchl ohlle mint without gum neif sans gomme 
Gummi 

o.G. ohneGummi without gum sans gomme 
~estempelt unused, cancelled oblitere 

• ederzugentwertung pen stroke trait de plume 
• Gefi!lligkeitsag · cancelled to order obliteration de 

m stempelung complaisance 
Brief cover, letter lettre 
Brief stuck part cover fragment 

u. geschnitten, mperforated, cut non-Oentele 

1U, ro 
ungezahnt 
links geschnitten left cut, right gauche non dental/I 
rechts geschnitten drotte non dentele 

-zw senkrechl two sides non-Oentele sur 
ungezalvlt imperf orated deuxcotes 

W,SK waagrechter bzw. horizontal or horizontal ou bien 
senkrechter vertical (inverted) vertical (renverse) 
(kopfstehender) se·tenanl combinaison de imbres 

K kopfstehend inverted renverse 
Zsdr. Zusammendruck se·tenanl combinalson de tlm. 
DD Doftpeldruck double printed Impression double 
H Ha blerung half stamp bissection 
F Fehldruck printing error ereur d"lmpression 
Bed. Bed art commercial a~antcouru 
MAngel mitFehlem faults d faults 

Postal Stationery Abbreviations 
p Poslkarte card carte poslale u Umschlag envelope enveloppe 
K Kartenbrief lettercard carte-lettre 
s Streifband wrapper bande 
PA Postanweisung monerorder carte pour mandats 
PB Paketbegteitschein parce way-bill lettre d'envio paquet 
PK Paketkarte parcel form bulletin d'expedit1on 
EA Elnziehauflrag calling-up rentree 
F Fallblalt, folding arc-lettre 

B~nbrief 
GAN Ge anweisung remlilance mandat 
GAP Geldaultragskarte money Instruction monaie charge carte 

card 
GAU Geldaultrags- money instruction monaie charge enveloppe 

umschlag envelope 
GU Gliickwl.flsch· greetings 

umschlag envelope 
z Zettel note 
pp private Karte private card 
PU privater Umschlag private envelope 

Mi Michel Katalog 
Bo Borek 
Sc. Schmidt-Hand buch 
G. Glasewald 

Report 
(Continued from page 7) 

Membership Status 
Membership as of February 26, 1994 

New Members 
Deceased 

Membership as of May 24, 1994 

9 
1 

souhai1 enveloppe 

billet 
privecarte 
prive enveloppe 

638 

646 

+ 

Stuff & Stings 
by The Bees 

As Irish specialized philatelists, let us continue talking 
about protecting our collections. In this issue we will consider 
copy paper, binders, plastic, and bookshelves. Some of you 
may ask if the use of safe (archival) products worth the extra 
expense and bother? Yes! if you intend to retain your 
collections for any period of time and wish to dispose of a 
sound collection that has not deteriorated and lost its value due 
to your storage methods. 

How many of you tear out articles about Irish philately as l 
do? Many newspaper and magazine articles have turned very 
yellow. Also, they are very brittle and fragile from the acid 
paper and vapors from that paper contaminates other paper. To 
prevent this reaction, start your tear sheet files with photo 
copies of the articles produced on acid-free photocopy paper. 
It is best to use your own acid-free paper. Many photo copy 
shops will say yes, that they use acid-free paper and they are 
really unaware of what is in their copiers. This I have found 
out by testing their paper with my trusty, Lineco pH Testing 
Pen. Then, file these acid-free copies in acid-free fi le folders, 
which can be fo und at most office supply houses. Take your 
trusty pH pe n along to test the file folders, or you can order 
from the University Products Inc. (See past issues for address). 
Safe storage for the files can be in envelopes or boxes 
constructed of pH safe paper or card board. Xerox has recently 
marketed an 'Environmental' paper intended to have durability 
of200 years. 

At the paper store the other day, the clerk had a different 
pH tester than I had ever seen or heard of. It tested for acid
neutral and alkaline. ("ALKALINE PEN", Printers Research 
Pacific, Inc., Sutter Creek, CA 95685, Tel (209) 269-9 134). 
While at the store, I was able to find a ream of 70 stock acid
free paper for less than $20.00, slightly over three cents a sheet 
for mounting "goodies". If you do your own pages look around 
for stores that sell only paper. You may save enough to pay for 
the trip and then some. 

Many of us store our album and exhibition pages in sleeves 
of varied material to keep them in dry, cool and dust-free 
conditions. Some also store in acetate and vinyl. If so, you 
should remove them immediately from these sleeves. They 
release a product that deteriorates paper. Polyester, 
Polyethylene or Polypropylene are types of transparent plastics 
that are inert and stable. Polyester is also known as Type "D" 
Mylar, a Dupont product designed for archival use. In 
England, it is known as Melinex, manufactured by ICI. There 
are a number of places where these types of inert plastic 
sleeves can be purchased. In some instances, they may say 
archival on the package. · 

Binders - multi-rings, 3 rings, screw posts, spring types, 
etc. They, too, should be archival safe for your collections. In 
my estimation, the only safe place to purchase safe binders is 
in an archival supply house catalog or from a reputable dealer 
that has merchandise that is so marked. 

Bookshelves - Wood will release chemical gases. Paint will 
release corrosive harmful chemicals as gases. It has been 
suggested that shelving can be covered by liquid-safe plastic 
products that are available in most paint stores. Another 
method that I use is to place polyester cut to the size of the 
shelf before storing your albums boxes or files. Always have 
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your albums and file envelopes in 1he vertical posiLion. Never! 
siack on top of ano1her. The weigh1 will put pressure on your 

covers and stamps and will not al low air Lo circulate around 
them. 

Ink - always use carbon based ink. Never us.! ball poinl 
pens unless you know Lhe type of ink Lhal is in the pen. There 
are a few drawing and lettering pens Iha! have carbon-based 
ink. 

HONEY 

There are no Stings this time, only Honey. And the honey 
goes to the authors writing for The Revealer. These individuals 
are due a big comb of our best, freshest honey. Without them, 
where would we get our knowledge put toge1her in one place? 
It takes research, time, the willingness to share, and the 
rewards are very small. Gobs of the sticky stuff to you all. 

More honey - To An Post for their establishing the ordering 
by Credit Card. I'm sure 1bey had the program on the way by 
the Lime you read about the sting in our first article. If you 
want more honey, do something about your varieties in Pos1al 
Stationery for the philatelic customers. It is very difficult for 
your foreign philatelic customers to know when there has been 
a change until some one receives a copy or they read about it a 
year after they are available. 

I'll buzz off - Bee! + 

Dues are Due 
1 Sept. 1994 

Send to EPA TREASURER 
P.O. Box 52207 

Riverside, CA 92517 

E.P.A. SPECIAL OFFERS 

The following items mny be ordered from Richnrd J. McBride. 153 Orchid Rond, Meriden, Cf 06450 U.S.A. All prices include postngc and handling. Ovcrscns 
add S l .00 per item for air mail . Make all cheques and money orders payable to Richard J. McBride. 

lrish Overprint Identifier - A clear plnstic overlay to help son ou1 
your overprint i~sues. With it is n chan giving Scou and Gibbons 
numbers and an nrticle on identifying !he overprints. Price $4.50 

Die Mielenstempel Der lriscben Post - (The Mile.age Mnrks of 
Ireland) 1808· 1839 by H31ls G. Mouer. 1985 Edition. 64pp. Text 1n 
German and English. Published by FAI. the Irish Philatelic Group in 
Germnny. Mos1 in fol1Tllltive and well ii Justrn1ed. A complc1e listing of all 
known Irish milengc marks. Price SS.00 

Ireland • Cotologuc of Pcrfios - compi led and edited by Richard L. 
Mcwhinney. Published by The Pcrfins Club · 1984. 34 pp. punched for 
3 ring binder. The cntalogue is designed for use ns no album as well ns 
catalogue. Only observed Perfins arc cntalogued. Also, 2 pages of 
suspected or previously reponed designs. Price $6.50 

The Adhesive Revenue Stamps of Ireland: 1858-1925 - James J. 
Brady's dc1ailed study of the Irish Revenue Stamps. All are in ensy·to
follow cntalog form with mnny details. A must for the Auction. Price 
S2.25 

E.P.A. Rubber Stomp - The Official Seal of the Association as seen 
on 1hc from of nil official Society papers hns been made into n rubber 
stnmp nvailablc to our members. Dress up yourcnvelopes and correspon· 
dcnce. Sold only to members at $6.00 

Uniform Fourpenny Post in lreland - by William Kane. Produced by 
the Irish Philatelic Circle. 28 pages. softcovcr. iUUSU'llled. a fine p0s1al 
history item. Price $9.00. 

The Mollese Cross In Ireland- by Hnns G. Moxter 1988 Edi1ion. 
Published by PAI, text of the 80 page book is in both Germnn and 
English. This is probably the most comprehensive review of 1his pos1-
mark to date. Price $9.00. 

Undated Namcstampsoflre.land 1823·1860- byWillirun Knne. This 
booklet hns been produced by PAI of West Germany. In English Md 
German and records the colours, periods of usage on the various types of 
undated namestamps. Price S7 .00 

The Post Offices and Datestamps of the County or Leitrim -
Original study of Or. Brian de Buren, updntcd by James T. Howley. A 
very informative book showing 72 illustrations of handstrunps. a map 
anddescriplionsof postoffice locations. A very useful item for postmark 
and postal hismry buffs. Published by EPA, 23 pages. Price $6.00 

lrisb Poslnl Rotes Before 1840 - by F.E Dixon. Produced by FAI i1 
is in German and English. This publicntion lists the Irish Postal Ra1es 
from 165710 1840. A superb guide for Postnl Historians. Price $6.00 
E.P.A.Officlal Pin - A handsome metal pin replicaoftheE.P.A. logo 
Available to members only at $1.25 each 
A LlsUng of Irish Poslmarks in Gaelic from 1922 - by James T 
Howley. Produced by the E.P.A .. Irish Postmarks are listed nlphabeli· 
cal ly in Gaelic with !heir English translations. his a most comprehensive 
Guide 10 pos1marks uvnilable. 82pps $6.00. 
THE REVEALER INDEX- by PatrickJ. Ryan. Sr. A comprehensive 
index of all philatelic articles appe.ariog in THB RBVEALER from the 
first issue through !he end of 1985. Anicles nre listed by subject matter. 
Cost: US & Cnnada $8.75 others: SI0.00. 
Addendum J lo THE REVEALER Index - Same as above except it 
covers the ye.ars 1986 tbru 1990. Price $4.00. A complete index • Basic 
and addendum I · $12.00. 
An Introduction oflrlsb Mileage Mar ks- by W. E. Davey. Published 
by the EPA, 1989 Edition, 22 pages. An excellent book for the beginning 
collector of Irish Mileage Marks. Price $5.00. 
lntroduellon to Irish Posl Offices or County Clore, lrcland - John 
Mackey & Tony Cassidy. Text in German & English. Published by PAI. 
A study developed fromtheposrnl archives of Dublin&. London. A mus1 
for the student of Postal History. 94 pp Price $9.00. 
The Dublin Spoon - 1855-57, by Dr. C. I. Dulin. a compreheosh·e 
study that should be in every Philatelic Librury. A must for postal history 
students. Softbound 48 pages $6.00 prepaid. 
J ohn M. Synge Souvenir Card- issued by the fames Hoban Chapter 
for World Stamp Expo '89. This very fine card honorsJ. M. Synge. Irish 
Playwright and Poe1. It is black on cream with the J. M. Synge issue of 
1971 printed on the cnrd with n his1ory of 1 he subject and examples of his 
work on bolh sides. Only 300 were produced. Price $1 .2S. 
"Die Ganz.sacbcn lrlands" (The Postal Stationery of Ireland) - by 
Otto Jung. 1994 Edition. Text in German&. English. Published by FAI , 
the Irish Philatelic Group in Germany. This llllcst edition is by far the 
most specialized and authoritative and gives a very complete listing of 
Irish postal stationery available. Well illustrated. Prices for mint and 
used in OM. Price $ 14.00 postpaid. 
Colle<:IJng Irish Stnmps, 1994 - Ion Whytc's simplcfied catalogue in 

color. price $ 10. SO postpaid, 80pp. 


